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JOHANN GEORG SUIJZER
AND THE
MONTAGSKLUB IN BERLIN
James Knowlton

orn in 1720 in Winterthur, then part of Zurich,
Johann George Suker was destined to become the
most important of Prussia's popular philosophers
and a key figure in the development German aesthetic theory between
Baumgarten and Kant.' Sulzer's education at the Humanistisches
Gymnasium in Zurich and his love of metaphysics had led him via
Christian Wolff, whose work permanendy shaped his world view, and
a fascination with the nature of his native land to abandon his early
plan to become a minister and to devote himself to natural philosophy.
The result was a series of early works such as Unterredmgen iiber den
UrsprungderBerge (1746), Unterredungen uberdie SchonheitderNatur(yi5G),
and Versuch einigermoralischerBetrachtungen iiber die Werke derNatur(yi50),
all of which linked the study of nature to metaphysical theory. Sulzer
had early on seemed headed for a career as a natural philosopher.
But in 1743, Sulzer decided to take a job as a private teacher with
the wealthy and cultivated Bachmann family in the Prussian fortress
city of Magdeburg. Before he left Zurich he visited Johann Jakob
Bodmer, whose reputation he of course knew. Bodmer was still very
' For a discussion of the Prussian popular philosophers see Johan van der Zande, "Orpheus in
Berlin; A Reappraisal ofJohann Georg Sulzer's Theory of the PoliteArts," CentralEuroptan Hisloiy
28 (1995): 176-180.
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much engaged in his highly puhlicized dispute with Johann Christoph
Gottsched, who in 1730 had published the influential neoclassicist
literary guide called VersucheinermtischenDichtkunstvordieDeutschenzad
who was still the dominant literary theoretician of the time. Bodmer
asked Suker to observe the literary scene in Prussia, where he knew
there were circles of intellectuals and writers who were devoted to
ending Gottsched's reign asUteraturpapsthccaMsc. of his dogmatic and
influential stance on literary theory. Bodmer of course also hoped that
Sulzer would represent his position in Prussia and also occasionally
report on thePrussian cultural scene (this,incidentally, became the start
of a long and productive friendship).
Once in Magdeburg,Sulzer quickly established contact with rising
young poets Johann Wilhelm Ludwig Gleim and Samuel Gotthold
Lange, both of whom had, in collaboration with Immanuel Gotthold
Pyra and their admired professor, the philosppher and aestheticist
Georg Friedrich Meier,established a circle of fraternal friendship while
they were students at the University of Halle in the late thirties. An
important outcome of this productive friendship were ¥remdschajiliche
Briefe (1746) and Tl^rsis'undDamonsfreundschajiHcheUeder(yiAS), both
of which Lange and his new friend Sulzer, whom he had recruited into
the project, edited and published to commemorate Pyra's untimely
death in 1744. These books went on to exert a powerful influence on
the development of the Empfindsamkeit mavtmtnt.
The new sense of ritualized fraternity that Lange, Pyra, Gleim, and
Meier had cultivated in Halle was still very much in evidence when
Sulzer arrived in Magdeburg—as was their anti-Gottschedian fervor.
Thus Sulzer and Lange were able to team up to pen an anti-Gottschedian satire called Denckmal der seltenen Verdienste urn Gantr(^ Deutschland,
welche Ihro Magnifis^ens^ und hochedelgeb. Herr Johann Christoph
Gottsched.. .besits^t} Sulzer wrote the second half of the book, a
viciously satirical letter with the title "Andreas Tillmanns, Kiisters zu
Perlingen, Schreiben an Se. Hochedelgeb. Magnifizenz, den Herrn Prof.
Gottscheden in Leipzig" (1743 also saw the appearance of Pyra's attack
on Gottsched, called Erweis, dafi die G*ttsch*dianische Sekte den guten
Geschmack verderbei)
Discovering the vehement anti-Gottschedianism of the Halle

' (Beriin, 1746).
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group must have been a revelation for Sulzer, whose association with
Bodmer had taught him that Gottsched's neodassicist objectivism
represented all that was wrong with German culture. His friendship
with the members of the Halle group (all of whom but Meier had since
left Halle to take jobs—Gleim in Halberstadt near Magdeburg) and his
editorial and critical collaboration with Lange gradually convinced
Sulzer that literature could and should play a far greater role in shaping
the moral education of man. Where before he had seen in nature a
representation of the ethical-metaphysical principles that should govern
human interaction, Sulzer now began to view literature as a vital force
that could shape individuals and societies.' His work thus gradually
shifted away from natural philosophy and toward aesthetics, a move
that was reinforced by his study of Shaftesbury's The Moralists, which
had been translated by his Berlin friend and mentor, clergyman Johann
Joachim Spalding, in 1745.^
Spalding, a Reformed theologian with a love of literature who was
at that time serving as church representative at the court in Berlin, was
allied with the Halle group and a friend of the Bachmann family.
Impressed with Sulzer's thought and convinced that the young
philosopher could make a key contribution to the cultural life of the
Prussian capital, Spalding used his influence with his colleague and
friend August Friedrich Wilhelm Sack, an official in the Prussian
Consistory, to gain Sulzer a professorship at the Joachimsthal Gymna
sium in 1747 (in 1749 Sack arranged to have Sulzer ^pointed to a
prestigious post as a philosopher with the Academy of Sciences).'
Thus Sulzer, imbued with the new emotionalizing culture of fraternal
friendship and convinced that his calling lay in aesthetics, moved to
Berlin, where Gleim's contacts gained him friendship with key
intellectual figures such as respected poet Karl Wilhelm Ramler (known
as "the German Horace") and journalist Christlob Mylius (later editor
/
' For a discussion of the development of Sulzer's aesthetics, see van det Zande, 196-99.
" Johan van der Zande's recent study also suggests that Sulzer's friendship with Meier was
"formative and lasting for [his] ownaesthetic thougjit"because Meier taught him to systematically
analyze the nature of sensitive cognition. "Orpheus in Berlin," 183.
' See Sulzer's autobiography Johann Georgi Sulxtr's Ltbensbeschreihungen, von ihm stlbst ai^esetxj, ed.
Johann Bernhard Merian and Friedrich Nicolai (Berlin: Nicolai,1809) 24-26. Sack also wrote the
introduction to Sulzer's Vmuch einigtr momUschtr Betrachtungen uber itie Wtrke der Nalur (1745).
Frederick II later appointed the competent Sulzer director of the philosophische Klasse of the
Academy.
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of the Vossische Zeitun^.
In 1749JohannGeorgSchulthess (1724—1804), a Swiss theologian
who had recendy collaborated with Bodmer, set out on a trip through
Germany that was to gain him contact with important cultural figures
such as Gellert, Klopstock, J. E. Schlegel, Gleim, and of course
Bodmer's friend Sulzer.- Sulzer and the two-year younger Schulthess,
who must have known each other in Zurich, hit it off right away, and
within a short time Schulthess was acquainted with and active in the
cultural scene in Berlin.
While a student at the Collegium Carolinum in Zurich (where
Bodmer and Breitinger taught), Schulthess had become a member of
the "Wachsende Gesellschaft," Bodmer's anti-Gottschedian literary
society. Founded in 1741, the Wachsende Gesellschaft was an example
of the Enlightenment clubs and societies in which membership was
booming throughout Europe.'' In addition to providing a forum for a
focused discussion of cultural and political events, such societies
offered their members an opportunity for egalitarian social interaction
unencumbered by the usual constraints of social class, religion, and
occupational standing—club members were as a rule equals in an
enterprise that was governed by statutes that had been created, unlike
the typical political and social practice of the day, by consensus
agreement or majority rule.
Schulthess must have quickly sensed the need for such an
organixation in class-conscious Absolutist Berlin, for that same year,
1749, he teamed up with Ramler and Sulzer to found Berlin's first
intellectual society, the Montagsjdub, whose co-founding members
consisted of legal scholar and higher civil, servant Lucas Friedrich
Langemack, court portrait artist Gottfried Hempel, philosopher,
theologian and vice-headmaster of the Kollnisches GymnasiumJohann
Georg Sukro, and court official Johann Wilhelm Bergius.
His earlier experience with alternative forms of sociability (the cult
of friendship) and his professional-intellectual goals, which required

' For a discussion of such clubs and societies in the eighteenth century see Uliich Im Hof, Das
ffsel%ejahrhundert. Gesellscht^iintlGestUschifienimZdlaltertkrAi^klarun^QAximiii: Beck, 1982) and
Otto Dann, "Die biirgerliche Vereinsbildung in Deutschland und ihre Erforschung," SodahiHti
et socitU bourgeoise en France, AUemagne et en Suisse 17S0-1860. GeselHgkeit und hurgerUche GeseUscheft in
Frankreich, Deutschland und derSchn/ds^ 1750-1860, ed. Etienne Francois (Paris: Recherche sur les
Civilisation, 1987) 43-51, and Dann's afterword to the same volume, 3i3-16.
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contacts with a wide range of educated Berliners, made Sulzer
particularly receptive to Schulthess's proposal, and no doubt Schulthess's description of his collaborative work with Bodmer and the
Wachsende Gesellschaft made Sulzer eager to found a similar organiza
tion. The new club would devote itself to unforced cultivated
discussion and relaxed sociability, or what historian Thomas Nipperdey, in his study of clubs and societies, calls "Das Bediirfnis nach
Intensivierung der mitmenschlichen Bindungen, nach Briiderlichkeit
und Freundschaft. Das Verlangen, sich in einem kontinuierlichen und
nie abzuschlieBenden ProzeB zu bilden, ist, wie das neue
Geselligkeitsbediirfnis, ein Novum fiir dessen Befriedigung der Verein
die organisatorische Voraussetzung schaffen soU."^
Some nine months after its creation, Schulthess, the first Senior,
or president, of the Club, surrendered his leadership to Sulzer so that
he could return to Zurich (Sulzer maintained his seniorship for twentyfour years, until 1773). The next two years saw the Club grow as it was
joined by academics, civil servants, and artists such as Lessing,
bookseller (and later newspaper publisher) Christian Friedrich Voss,
flute virtuoso and music teacher of Frederick the Great, Johann
Joachim Quantz, and Royal Orchestra Director Johann Friedrich
Agricola. Within ten years the Club was able to boast among its
members intellectual luminaries such as Friedrich Nicolai, philosophercritic Thomas Abbt, and G. E. Lessing's younger brother Karl as
members.
Schulthess later described the character of the Club in a letter; "Im
Oktober 1749 war es, daB Sulzer, Ramler und ich, auf den Gedanken
kamen, unsere Freunde zusammen zu einem wochentlichen Klub
einzuladen. Es waren Hofrath Bergius, Herr Konrektor Sukro, Herr
Advokat Krause, Herr Hofmaler Hempel, Herr Prof. Langemack.
Allen war der Antrag willkommen, und der Donnerstag Abend zu einer
freien Konversation einmiithig bestimmt....Die Idee des Klubs
realisierte sich durch die Gleichheit der Denkungsart und des Geschmacks der Mitglieder so gut, daB selten eines davon wegblieb. Es
herrschte eine vollige Freiheit oder Rhapsodic in Ansehung der

' Thomas Nipperdey, "Verein als soziale Struktur im spaten 18. und fruhen 19. Jahrhundert,"
Geschichtstvissentchaft und Vereinsniesm im 19. jahrhundert. Beitra^e t^r Geschichte historischerVomhung in
Deutschland, ed. Hartmut Boockmann et al. (Gdttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1972), 6.
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Gegenstande und der Art, dariiber 2u reden."® It appears that the first
meetings of what was at first simply know as "Der Klub" were indeed
on Thursday. This is supported by a letter Suker wrote in late 1749 to
inform Gleim about the new organization: "Hat Ihnen noch keinervon
den Unsern geschrieben, daC wir einen ordentlichen Club haben?
Unsrer Acht, die Sie leicht rathen konnen, kommen alle Donnerstag
Abend zusammen."'
Johann Erich Biester, editor of the Neue berlinischeMonatsschrift and
fifth Senior of the Club, seconded Schulthess's ideas about the Club's
character, writing that the meetings were devoid of "poUtische, literarische, oder sonstige Tendenz" and devoted strictly to the purpose of
"freundschaftliche, freimiithige, frohe Unterhaltung."'" Sulzer's letter
to Gleim also insisted that the members came together more to
celebrate each other's company than to engage in intellectual discourse:
"Wir thun in den Zusammenkiinften kaum etwas anderes als lachen;
Essen und Trinken beschaftigt uns nicht lange!"" Biester und
Friedrich Gedike, his co-editor of the Neue berlinische Monatsschrift
(Gedicke was also a long-year member of the Club) wrote to Hofrath
von Sonnenfels in Vienna (who had published an open letter in which
he describes the Club as a "learned organization"),'^ insisting that the
Montagsklub, far from being serious and learned, was "Eine Gesellschaft von Mannern aus allerlei Standen, die am Montag Abend in
einem offentlichen Speisehause zusammenkommen, um sich zu
unterhalten und zusammenzuspeisen."'® In his biography of his friend
Friedrich Nicolai, poet Leopold Friedrich von Goeckingh, himself a
member for thirteen years, describes the structure of the Club's
meetings: "Die Gesellschaft kqmmt jeden Montag Abend zwischen 6
und 7 Uhr in einem gemietheten Lokal zusammen, gehf um 8 Uhr zu

' Reproduced in Johann Erich Biester, "Nekrolog fur Schulthess," Neue berBmsche Monatsscbrifi
(1804): 435. Biester was a key Club member in the early nineteenth century.
' Briefe der Schruei^. Bodmer, Su/^, Ge/uer. Am Gkims Btterarischem Naehlafi ed. Wilhelm Korte
(Zurich: GeBner, 1804), 117.
"Nekrolog fiiir Schulthess," 413.
" Bri^e der Schvei^er, 117.
""An die Freundedes Montagsklubs 2u Berlin," BerBmsche Moriatsscbrifi 10 (October; 1787): 350.
The in many ways similar Mittwochsgesellschaft, a secret society dedicated to promoting the
Enlightenment, had been forbidden that year, and there is little doubt that Biester and Gedike are
trying to make clear to Prussian officialdom that their club is not a subversive secret society.
" Qted in KotiigBch privU^rte BerBmsche Zeitung, Sonntagsbeilage 26 (26 June, 1881): 3. The
anonymous story appears under the heading "Montagsklub."
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Tische, und um 10 Uhr auseinander."''* In his 1789 history of the Club,
Friedrich Gedike says that the Montagsklub should by rights be called
the "lachender Klub, weil, soviel beruhmte Gelehrte er auch unter
seinen Mitgliedern zahlt, doch auch diese, miide von des Tages Last
und Hitze, mehr um zu lachen zusammenkommen, als um den
Gelehrten zu spielen."'^
This and numerous similar statements about the Club's purposes
and practices have led many scholars to downplay the organization's
significance for the Enlightenment in Berlin and accord greater
importance to the more politically programmatic Mittwochsgesellschaft, a secret Enlightenment society that was founded some thirtyfive years after the Montagsklub (and that was know to its members as
the GeseUschaft zur Forderung der Aufklarung; more than half the
members of the Mittwochsgesellschaft, incidentally, also belonged to
the ontagsklub).'®
But in the mid-eighteenth century sociable clubs such as the
Montagsklub had a far greater social and political significance than
readily meets the eye of the modern observer. They offered their
members a sphere in which the practice of freedom and equality was
coupled with the autonomy to make laws (the organization's statutes),
providing a space in which the middle class's rising demands for
emancipation and political participation could be at least symbolically
realized. Nicolai's history of the Club, which he wrote in 1798 to
commemorate the organization's fiftieth anniversary, abounds with
ironic-serious references to this symbolic function of the members'
interaction with each other. Thus he praises the Club's "voUige
Freiheit" and its "unbedingte Gleichheit", which produce what he calls
a "Republik der Freude." These are provocative comments, coming as
they do in the ninth year of the French Revolution and the same year
in which the Mittwochsgesellschaft was dissolved in response to a
Royal decree forbidding secret societies (this prohibition also explains
the tone of Biester's letter to Sonnenfels, which, written around the
" Friedrich Nicolai's Leben und UterarischerNachlafi (Berlin; Nicolai, 1820), 74.
" Friedrich Gedike,"Geschichte des Montagsklubs,"VerMontagslub in hcrUn 1749-1899. Fest- und
Gedenkschrift up seiner ISOsten Jahrerfeier, ed. Gustav Adolf Sachse and Carl Rudolf Droop (Berlin:
Sittenfeld, 1899), 33.
" See Giinter Birtsch, "Die Berliner Mittwochsgesellschaft," Vber den Vrasiefi der Auflelarung in
Deutschland im 18. Jahrhundert. Personen, Institutionen und MetHen (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht, 1987), 96.
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same time, stresses the Club's open, public character).'^ When Nicolai
places organization and function of the Club in parallel to that of the
state, he is merely confirming what members of similar societies had
known all along: "Es ist eine alte Bemerkung, daB ein Staat sehr wohl
organisiert seyn und eine treffliche Verwaltung haben muB, wenn die
letzte notig findet, nur wenig zu regieren.... Dies soli besonders in
Demokratien, wo jeder dem anderen gleich ist, sich noch seltener
finden als sonst irgendwo; es hat sich aber im Montagsklub bestandig
gefunden."'®
Erich Steffen reports that the Club was , in fact under regular
surveillance by a police force that was engaged in a search for Jacobin
clubs. He cites a Club poem that was published in 1798 and that
demonstrates that while the Club had no political program,it had every
reason to fear political oppression:
Vergebens lauert der Demokratenriecher,
Hier Beute auszuspahen;
Wir sahen ihn, den Heuchler und den Kriecher,
Beschamt entfiehen und endlich untergehen.^'
In The StructuralTransformation of the Public Sphere, his seminal study
of the organization of the middle-class public sphere in the eighteenth
century, Jurgen Habermas argues that social and cultural clubs take on
the same role that salons played in earlier eighteenth-century France
and coffee houses in London of the same period. "Transcending the
barriers of social hierarchy, the bourgeois met here with the socially
prestigious but poKtically uninfluential nobles as 'common' human
beings. Real, concrete equality was not possible, but clubs offered a
foretaste of it: social equality was possible at first only as an equality
outside the state. The coming together of private people to form a
public was therefore anticipated in secret, as a public sphere still
existing largely behind closed doors."^"

"Birtsch, HI.
'• "Fortsettung der Geschichte des Montagsklubs," DerMontt^sklub in Berlin 1749—1899, 38.
" Erich Steffen, "Ein Klub im alten Berlin," Mitteilungtn des Vereins fur die Geschichte Berlins 27
(1910): 119-21.
™ Jurgen Habermas, The Structural Tranfomation of the PuhSc Sphere. An Inquiry into a Category of
Bourgeois Societ/ (Cambridge; MIT Press, 1989), 34-35.
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The Club was indeed a kind of practice field upon which a
sociable pubHc discourse about ciolture and society, based on equality
and freedom and thus unthinkable in the repressive climate of real
political life in Prussia, could be initiated, and with it a process that
brought about the experience of collective autonomy. These ideas are
very much present in Nicolai's jocular Club history. For while the goals
of "GeseUigkeit" and shared laughter point to purely private experi
ence, it was just this experience of collective privateness that shaped the
cultivated middle-class of mid-eighteenth-century Prussia. What Roger
Picard wrote about literary salons in eighteenth century France—"In
diesen Versammlungen, wo alles nur auf Vergniigen und Erholung
angelegt scheint, ist eine tiefe geistige Arbeit geleistet worden und sind
gesellschaftliche Veranderungen begonnen worden."^^—could also be
applied to the Montagskluh and its role in Enlightenment Berlin.
More recent scholarship has also focused on the emancipatory
impulses that originated from the process of organizing clubs and
societies, which, as Otto Dann argues, became "die Trager der Grundsatze individueller Freiheit und Gleichberechtigung."^ Dann suggests
that "GeseUigkeit" represents a new form of communicative action that
has emancipated itself from the strictures of feudal society and that no
longer recognizes the social forms of Absolutism as barriers to middleclass social communication. He suggests that the new sociability had
become "das kommunikative Handeln des von den standischen
Bindungen sich befreienden Subjekts. Damit offnet sich ihm eine neue
Lebenswelt, die Lebenswelt der modernen biirgerlich gepragten GeseUschaft mit der ihr eigenen kommunikativen RationaUtat. PersonHche
Freiheit des Subjekts und Gleichheit als Prinzip des Umgangs waren
Grundelemente des neuenVerhaltens."^ Thus "GeseUigkeit" itself and
its organization in societies and clubs represents as much an experi
menting with new forms of social intercourse as it does a form of
communicative practice that at least intimates the need for new forms
of social organization in which the middle class can assert its aspira
tions and desires. Equality amongmembers and a democratic decision
making process represent for Dann a new principle of communicative
action aimed at chaUenging the monopoly of the aristocratic Absolutist
Cited in Ulrich Im Hof, DasgeseUige Jahrhundert, 226.
^ "Sociabilite und Vereinsbildung," 45.
^ Dann, 314.
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state to be the sole and central "Trager rationalen Systemhandelns."^^
There is no doubt that under Sulzer's seniorship the Montagsklub
realized these principles by bringing together artists, thinkers, and
middle-class civil servants in meetings whose sole purpose was
unrestrained sociability. While the Club strove to maintain its exclusiv
ity by limiting its size, initially to fourteen members—a number that
was later increased to nineteen (1782), twenty-one (1785), twenty-six
(1787), before being limited to twenty-four in 1800—^members were
free to bring guests, and in 1787, the first year the Club kept guest
books, over 3500 guests attended meetings. Over the years the Club
attracted as visitors the likes of Goethe, Fichte, the Humboldts, Hegel,
and Gauss.^^
Men desiring to join (women were not allowed as members but
were frequently guests) had to be proposed by a member and then,
from the early eighties on, stand election in a balloting process based
on colored balls; two black balls meant that an applicant was rejected
(this kind of balloting was introduced well after Sulzer's seniorship; the
Sulzer years were characterized by the absence of formal rules and
procedures; the Club's first set of formal statutes was written after
Sulzer's death). While in the first twenty-five years the Club's member
ship largely consisted of middle-class intellectuals among whom were
a few high-ranking government officials and even fewer aristocrats, the
last three decades of the century saw the membership gradually shifting
toward a greater percentage of high civil servants and a far greater
number of aristocrats (of which there were only two in the first twenty
years of Sulzer's seniorship and fifteen in the next twenty years under
Ramler's leadership, which began when he succeeded Sulzer in 1773
and lasted until 1798, the year of his death. He was succeeded by
Nicolai, who was Senior until 1811). Thus the Club remained in the
hands of the intellectual faction at least through the first decade of the
nineteenth century.
The Club at first met at a series of restaurants, and, in 1787, settled
on the "Englisches Haus" on MohrenstraBe. As the Club became
more settled in the Englisches Haus during the late eighteenth century,
it laid in a wine cellar and in 1787 established a Club archive that was
" Dann, 315.
" Reinhard von Sydow, Friedrich Schmidt-Ott, and Walter von Hagens, DerMontagskluh in Berlin
1899 his 1955 (Berlin; Mercator, 1955), 23.
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maintained by an archivist. In addition to the usual financial and
membership records, the archive contained letters and documents from
and about its founder Schulthess, guest books dating from 1787,
portraits of all Club members (prints of early members, some photo
graphs after 1828, and a complete collection of the Club's rather sparse
publications).
As a small organization that preferred to avoid the UmeUght (and
the fate of the Mittwochsgesellschaft), the Montagsklub was, at least in
the Sulzer years, hesitant to generate self-promotional material. But
this changed in the later years of Ramler's seniorship; 1789 saw the
publication of Taschenbuch des Montags Klubhs Berlin als Manuskriptfiir
seine Mitglieder und Fremde. The book, edited by Friedrich Gedike,
contained Gedike's jocular history of the Club plus numerous poems
by and about Club members (most of them written to commemorate
Club events) and a list of all past and present members. In 1798 the
Club, to commemorate its fiftieth anniversary, published a similar
volume under the title Kalender des Montags-Ydubbs in Berlin aerf das Jahr
1798. It, too, contained a Club history, this time written by new Senior
Friedrich Nicolai, who maintained Gedike's facetious tone. In the
nineteenth century the Club continued to periodically publish such
documents until 1899, when the commemorative volume DerMontags
klub inBerlin 1749-1899: Fest- undGedenkschrift ^ seiner 150sten Jahresfeier
appeared, edited by members Gustav Adolf Sachse and Carl Rudolf
Droop.^® This large volume contains most of the material from the
previous calendars (histories and poems) plus an updated membership
list and an inventory of all the items contained in the Club's archive
(Reinhold von Sydow brought out a similar but less ambitious books
in 1921 and again in 1955).^^
In 1750, the first year of the Club's existence. Senior Sulzer and
Subsenior Ramler founded Critische Nachrichten aus dem Reiche des
Geschmacks, one of Berlin's first inteUecmal journals to be aimed at a
general readership. Sulzer announced the planned journal in a letter to
Gleim of December, 1749. This "Zeitung von gelehrten Sachen,"
Sulzer wrote, was being prepared by an editorial group that included
himself, Langemack, Sukro, and Ramler.^ The new editor-authors
" Berlin; Sittenfeld, 1899.
" Der Montagsklub in Berlin 1899-1955.
" Brirfe der Schweister, 117.
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made it dear in the first issue that their journal was directed toward the
broadest possible readership. They wrote in their forword, "Wir sind
also kuhn genug, dem Kiinsder und dem Soldaten, dem Hofmann und
dem Klugen Frauenzimmer diese Blatter als eine BibUothec an zu
preisen, worin die angenehmsten Schriften gesammlet, schon geofnet
und an den merkwiirdigsten Stellen gezeichnet sind."^' Moreover, the
Nachrichten appeared weekly in an eight-page edition that sought to go
beyond being a review and news organ. Thus Sulzer and Ramler
published excerpts from books, often serialized, original contributions,
and excerpts from contemporary German, British, and French
literature. In a letter to Bodmer, Sulzer wrote that the editorial staff
desired to produce a high-quality magazine and that the publisher,
Haude und Spener, was willing to spend the amount of money needed;
"so ware uns sehr mit guten Aufsatzen und kritischen Nachrichten
gedient."^° Later both editors complained about a lack of publishable
material and the constant pressme of having to get out weekly editions.
Thus in April 1750 Sulzer wrote to Gleim to complain that the
publisher was failing to keep his promise to provide adequate financial
support and that good contributions were hard to come by. Sttil, he
and his fellow editors, he reported, had every intention of continuing
to publish their magazine for at least one year.^' But later that same
year Sulzer handed over editorial control of the journal to Ramler,
despite his fear that the poet would transform the Nachrichten into a
purely literary journal.^^ Ramler continued as editor until the end of the
year, when Christiob Mylius took over and gradually shifted the
journal's focus toward his own areas of interest, natural philosophy and
history. Despite these changes, Critische Nachrichten failed to survive the
end of 1751.
Was Critische Nachrichten an organ of the new Montagsklub? The
fact that four of the Club's eight founding members served as its
editors, trying to promote their view of art and society, speaks for this
conclusion, as does the fact that the journal's founding coincides
Critische Nachrichten aus dem Reiche des Geschmacks I (1750); 1.
" hriefe derSchaeis^er, 122.
" hriefederSchaeisprX'hCS.
® In an April 21 letter to Bodmer he wrote:"Ich fiirchte, dafi wir zuletzt nichts, als bloBe Poeten
darin haben werden"—this in contrast to his own program,which envisioned"den gegenwartigen
und kunftigen Scribenten gute Leser zuzuziehen, und sie vorlaufigvon dem unterrichten, was die
Scribnenten von ihnen suponieren" (firiefe der Schveit^er, 133).
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roughly with that of the Club. Moreover, Gleim, a friend and long
time collaborator with Ramler and Sulzer, was a contributor—as was
Lessing, who was closely associated with the Club (he joined two years
later) and who contributed thirty-five pieces to the journal. There is
also little doubt that Sulzer initially tried to steer the journal toward his
own aesthetic views—and thus to some extent also toward the views
of his mentor Bodmer. In fact the Nachrichten later gained the unjust
reputation of being a "schweizerische Missionszeitung."^' While it is
true that editor-in-chief Sulzer printed four pieces that reviewed and
discussed Bodmer's Noah (Sulzer often acted as Bodmer's promoter in
Berlin), the magazine was characterized neither by anti-Gottschedian
nor pro-Bodmerian polemic.
The fact that the Club contributed no money to the Nachrichten,
however, and that many other members failed to submit articles or
reviews suggests the conclusion that the Nachrichten was not a Club
organ. Moreover, the Club's archive contains no copies of the
magazine, despite the fact that the Club assiduously preserved anything
that could document its past. The ill-fated Critische Nachrichten should
probably be seen as a journal that was loosely affiliated with the
Montagskluh and that represented the aesthetic ideals of its early
leading members.
A product of the friendship cult of the B.mpftndsamkeit and the
sociability movement of the eighteenth century, the Montagskluh was
unique among the institutions of the Berlin Enlightenment. Represent
ing no specific political, social, or cultural ideology, the Qub, at least in
its early years under Sulzer, was able to preserve its character as a
sanctuary in which free and open discussion could be coupled with a
kind of egalitarian social interaction that its Swiss co-founders knew
from their homeland but missed in Absolutist Prussia. Such organiza
tions generated and represented the idea of an enlightened middle-class
public, as Habermas has demonstrated. And sociable clubs like the
Montagskluh laid claim to and institutionalized an idea that anticipated
on a small, experimental scale the envisaged act of real political
emancipation.^'* As a result, the Montagskluh served as a vehicle for
the Utopian aspirations of the Enlightenment in Berlin.
" Erich Schmidt, Lessing. Vie Geschicbte seines Lebens und seiner Schriften, 2 vols. (Berlin: Weidmann,
1899), 1: 187.
"Jiirgen Habermas, The Structural Tranrfomation ef the Puhi'c Sphere, 35.

